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Abstract
Goldammer et al. (2020) examined the performance of careless response detection indices by experimentally ma-
nipulating survey instructions to induce careless responding, then compared the ability of various indices to detect
these induced careless responses. Based on these analyses, Goldammer et al. concluded that metrics designed to
detect overly consistent response patters (i.e. longstring and IRV) were ineffective. In this comment, we critique
this conclusion by highlighting critical problems with the experimental manipulation used. Specifically, Goldammer
et al.’s manipulations only encouraged overly inconsistent, or random, responding and thus did not induce the full
range of behavior that is present in natural careless responding. As such, it is unsurprising that metrics designed
to detect overly consistent responding appeared to be ineffective. Because the full range of careless behavior was
not induced, Goldammer et al.’s study cannot address the utility of longstring or other consistency metrics. We
offer recommendations for alternative experimental manipulations that may produce more naturalistic and diverse
careless responding.
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Comment on Goldammer et al. (2020)

Goldammer et al. (2020) presented two studies
aimed at investigating the performance of various statis-
tical methods for detecting careless respondents. Their
first study experimentally manipulated response pat-
terns using various instruction sets and examined the
performance of commonly used careless response de-
tection methods. Based on these results, Goldammer et
al. provided recommendations about which detection
methods are effective and ineffective. In this comment,
we discuss several important limitations of the care-

less response manipulations used in this study, whether
these manipulations produced behavior consistent with
natural careless responding, and the appropriateness of
Goldammer et al.’s recommendations.
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Defining Careless Responding

Careless or insufficient effort responding1 is part of
a larger construct of carelessness or inattentiveness,
which has been used to describe response behaviors that
arises when individuals are not motivated to give hon-
est, thoughtful responses to questions (Curran, 2016;
Johnson, 2005). Careless responding occurs when this
inattentiveness results in individuals answering items in
a content non-responsive manner – i.e. without pay-
ing attention to the content or instructions of the items
(Curran, 2016; Meade & Craig, 2012; Nichols et al.,
1989). This is distinct from other aberrant response pat-
terns such as faking, which is content-responsive. When
faking, individuals provide invalid data, but their re-
sponses are contingent on the content of the items they
are responding to (Nichols et al., 1989).

Content non-responsive behavior has a long history
of study in psychology, dating back over 30 years to
examinations of detecting such behavior in the MMPI
(Baer et al., 1997; Berry et al., 1992; Nichols et al.,
1989) and examining factors arising from negatively
keyed items (Schmitt & Stuits, 1985). The construct
of careless responding grew out of these early investi-
gations as a way to describe content non-responsive be-
havior that was due to a lack of motivation. While early
studies focused on overly inconsistent or “random” re-
sponding, it is now well accepted that this behavior can
take on two different forms—overly consistent or overly
inconsistent responding.

Overly inconsistent responding is often conceptual-
ized as randomness or random responding, as it is as-
sumed that individuals select their response to each
item completely at random. While this behavior is dis-
cussed as being completely random, researchers gen-
erally seem to use the word random in the colloquial
and not the statistical sense of the word (Curran, 2016).
Instead, this behavior may be better conceptualized as
highly inconsistent responses and is generally charac-
terized by a high degree of variance within response
strings, such as using every response option at least
once on a question block (Curran, 2016; Marjanovic
et al., 2015). Conversely, overly consistent responses
follow some pattern, such as responding with the same
anchor point to every item or varying responses in some
pattern, such as “1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2. . . ” or “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1. . . ” (Curran, 2016; Meade & Craig, 2012).

While careless responding is the most com-
monly investigated construct when examining content-
nonresponsive behavior, it is important to note that
not all studies in the literature investigate this con-
struct in its entirety. Specifically, there are some stud-
ies that explicitly investigate random responding (e.g.,
Berry et al., 1992; Credé, 2010; Osborne & Blanchard,

2011) with no investigation of consistent responding.
Although random, or more aptly termed inconsistent,
responding is one piece of the careless responding con-
struct, it is not equivalent to the construct of careless
responding as a whole. Any investigation of purely ran-
dom responding will overlook a large chunk of the care-
less responding construct that involves response consis-
tency. The conflation of random responding with all
careless responding is something most authors are care-
ful to avoid. Indeed, in all of the aforementioned ex-
aminations of random responding the authors are care-
ful to separate random and careless responding, and at
most talk about carelessness as the underlying cause of
random responding.

These two conceptualizations of careless response be-
havior are reflected in the metrics that have been devel-
oped to catch these respondents. As Goldammer et al.
note there are two general categories of indirect care-
less response metrics. The first category is invariabil-
ity metrics, which detect overly consistent response be-
havior. This category includes longstring analysis and
intraindividual variability. The second category is con-
sistency metrics, which detect overly inconsistent behav-
ior. This category includes a person’s response reliabil-
ity and semantic or psychometric antonyms/synonyms.
See Goldammer et al. (2020) or Curran (2016) for a
description of these metrics.

Inducing Careless Responding

Given the above definition of careless responding as
content non-responsive, it is critical to ensure that any
manipulation intended to induce careless behavior is
consistent with this definition. It is also important to
consider whether experimentally induced behavior pro-
vides a good proxy for what that behavior is like in the
real world. For comparison, research on the aberrant
response pattern of faking has consistently found that
faking induced through researcher instructions does not
approximate non-directed or “real-world” faking (Kun-
cel et al., 2011; Viswesvaran & Ones, 1999). It is ques-
tionable whether either of Goldammer et al.’s manipula-
tions induce behavior that is a good proxy for real-world
careless responding or that is even consistent with the
definition of careless responding.

Goldammer et al.’s (2020) first manipulation is “op-
posite responding,” wherein participants are instructed
to respond to items using the opposite scale point they

1The terms careless responding and insufficient effort re-
sponding are used to refer to the same underlying construct
in almost all cases. This behavior has also been called inatten-
tive responding, random responding, and several other terms.
In this paper we opt to use the term careless responding when
discussing the construct.
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would normally choose. This response pattern clearly
violates the definition of careless responding as it is
not content non-responsive behavior; participants are
instructed to attend to the item content and then to re-
spond in a specific aberrant way based on what they
would normally answer. That is, respondents must at-
tend to the content of a given item to generate their
initial response, then reverse that response. Although
these data may be considered invalid, as half of their
responses will not align with the other half, they are
produced from content-responsive, not careless, behav-
ior.

This is not to say that careless response indices will be
unable to detect such behavior; in fact, we can see that
the metrics designed to detect inconsistent response
patterns do a good job of capturing this “opposite re-
sponding” pattern. However, this result is unsurprising
because this manipulation, by design, makes a partici-
pant’s responses inconsistent and introduces a high de-
gree of variance. Conversely, it would be nearly impossi-
ble for the “opposite responding” manipulation to pro-
duce an overly consistent response pattern that would
be detected by longstring analysis, for example. In fact,
longstring would only detect the opposite responding
pattern if a participant happened to respond to all items
at the midpoint. Consistency indices were not designed
to detect an “opposite response” pattern, and it is nei-
ther unexpected nor informative that they, in fact, do
not detect such behavior. Thus, the results from this
manipulation do not have any bearing on the utility of
inconsistency or consistency indices to detect careless
responding because the responses are not careless.2

Goldammer et al.’s second manipulation is “random
responding.” Participants in this condition were in-
structed on alternating pages to either “complete the
questions below exactly as they apply to you” or to
“choose any response option, no matter whether it ap-
plies to you or not” (p. 4). It is again unclear what
real-world response pattern this represents. Under what
conditions would participants repeatedly start and stop
attending to item content? Even if participants were
partially careless, it is unlikely they would exhibit this
in alternating blocks of responses. By repeatedly chang-
ing the instructions from careful to random and vice
versa, this manipulation will increase the within-person
variability of responses, but it is not clear that these re-
sponses will resemble real-world random responding,
much less careless responding as a whole.

Even if these instructions are assumed to reason-
ably approximate random responding, these responses
would nevertheless not reflect the full scope of response
behavior exhibited in real-world careless responding.
Previous work has extensively documented that careless

responding is not simply responding randomly to items,
but can also manifest as certain forms of patterned or
consistent responding (Curran, 2016; Jaso et al., 2021;
Johnson, 2005; Meade & Craig, 2012). For example, a
respondent might try to complete a survey quickly by
clicking the same response option repeatedly. Invari-
ability metrics are designed specifically to capture this
type of behavior because we know overly consistent re-
sponding is a type of behavior careless respondents en-
gage in. Because the manipulation used by the authors
is unlikely to produce overly consistent behavior, it is
again unsurprising that the invariability metrics failed
to detect these respondents.3 As such, the data have no
bearing on the utility of invariability indices because in-
variability indices were not designed to detect the ran-
dom or inconsistent behavior induced by the authors
manipulation.

Are Invariability Metrics Useless?

A key takeaway from our examination of both of
Goldammer’s manipulations is that the response pat-
terns they produce will be highly inconsistent. Thus, it
is unsurprising that Goldammer et al. (2020) conclude
that metrics designed to detect overly inconsistent be-
havior (consistency metrics) are effective at detecting
careless responding, whereas the invariability metrics
designed to detect overly consistent responding are not.
This finding does not mean that invariability metrics are
useless, but rather that the manipulations were not de-
signed to produce consistent responding.

Goldammer et al.’s (2020) conclusions in their Study
1 and subsequent recommendations against the use of
invariability indices are especially problematic because
we know that actual careless respondents do sometimes
produce overly consistent response patterns. For ex-
ample, Johnson (2005) identified that 3.5% of partic-

2It is somewhat difficult to determine what sort of real-
world response pattern the “opposite responding” is intended
to reflect. Rarely would a person be expected to actively
switch their scale point use partway through a survey. One
possibility would be if the anchor points for scales were re-
versed midway through a multi-part survey and the partic-
ipant did not notice this reversal. However, such a change
would go against general best practice for survey design
(Stern et al., 2007) and would likely be better simulated by
instructing respondents to respond normally and randomly
reverse-coding items for a subset of respondents.

3The actual participation instructions used did not explic-
itly state that participants should respond at random, but it
seems highly likely that participants would interpret these in-
structions this way. Indeed, Golammer et al. appeared to
assume as much, as their descriptions of the manipulation
clearly communicate that they thought participants were en-
gaging in random responding.
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ipants in their dataset responded by selecting the same
response option repeatedly throughout the survey; sim-
ilar patterns have been noted in other studies of careless
responding (Curran, 2016; Jaso et al., 2021; Meade &
Craig, 2012). Therefore, applying only consistency met-
rics in a real dataset (as done in Goldammer et al.’s
Study 2) will overlook a potentially large portion of
careless respondents who are engaging in overly con-
sistent response behavior. Even if few or no overly con-
sistent respondents are found, there is little downside
to computing these metrics.

How Can We Experimentally Study Careless
Responding?

Above, we critique Goldammer et al.’s manipulations
as unlikely to produce response behavior that resem-
bles real careless responding. This raises the question of
how careless responding could be experimentally stud-
ied. We offer several possibilities.

First, rather than instructing participants to respond
in a specific way, researchers can instead instruct par-
ticipants to optimize their responses based on a spe-
cific goal that is relevant for the population being stud-
ied. For example, study participants recruited for ex-
tra credit in university classes or platforms like MTurk
might aim to complete surveys as quickly as possible to
receive their compensation. To simulate such a strat-
egy, participants could be instructed to “answer items
as quickly as possible” or to “answer items as quickly
as possible, while still appearing to respond carefully.”
(cf. Huang et al., 2012). This type of instruction may
more accurately reflect the types of thought processes
that lead to real-world careless responding, and partici-
pants might engage in a variety of behaviors to achieve
this goal (e.g., random responding, patterned respond-
ing). This approach is not foolproof. It may be difficult
to write instructions that capture the myriad of factors
that research participants simultaneously weigh when
choosing a response strategy (cf. directed “fake good”
instructions do not produce the same response strate-
gies test takers use in real high-stakes settings; Kuncel
et al., 2011; Viswesvaran & Ones, 1999). Response
speed is also not the only goal participants optimize
toward when responding carelessly, otherwise response
time would be the only metric needed to detect care-
lessness.

A second approach might be manipulations designed
to decrease the probability that individuals respond
carelessly. For example, participants in one condition
could be warned that “The researchers will be able to
detect if you have responded carelessly. You will not re-
ceive compensation if you respond carelessly.” (cf. Gib-
son, 2019; Huang et al., 2012). Researchers could

also employ a virtual presence (such as a human, or
more abstract entity) to make participants feel moni-
tored, in addition to warning them (cf. Ward & Pond,
2015). When participants are made to feel monitored
or warned, carelessness rates should be lower. Accord-
ingly, careless response indices would be expected to
detect lower rates of carelessness in these conditions,
compared to control conditions without a warning. Sim-
ilarly, performance of careless responding indices could
be compared across data collected in comparatively
high-stakes (e.g., a job application) versus low-stakes
(e.g., an extra credit or MTurk study) settings; careless
responding rates would be expected to be lower in high-
stakes contexts. However, the exact prevalence of care-
less responding in each sample would still be unknown,
which could make comparisons between conditions dif-
ficult.

A third approach might be to directly ask participants
whether they responded to a survey carelessly and then
examine whether careless responding indices can detect
participants who responded affirmatively to this item
(cf. a single item asking participants about their data
quality can effectively detect a high percentage of care-
less respondents; Meade & Craig, 2012). While this
solves the problem of determining who is careless, it’s
possible that the worst cases of carelessness will still be
missed. That is, if someone is truly paying no attention
to any items, they may answer no to this question by
chance.

Infrequency, trap, or instructed response items could
also be used. These are items that have a correct an-
swer that any conscientious respondent should be an-
swer correctly (e.g., “select option 5”) but are answered
incorrectly by careless participants because they are not
paying attention (Curran & Hauser, 2019; Huang et al.,
2015). While these items are effective at detecting care-
less participants, a potential disadvantage is that care-
less participants could circumvent these items if they
are skimming questions in an attempt to not be caught.
This method also does not solve the problem of induc-
ing careless responding in the first place, so relies on
this behavior being naturally present in the data.

Last, a fourth approach might be to induce content
non-responsive responses by using items with nonsensi-
cal or blank content (cf., Maul, 2017, but see also Cur-
ran and Hauser, 2019; Rhemtulla et al., 2017). While
this will produce behavior that is non-responsive to the
item content, since that content does not exist, this
may produce content-nonresponsive behavior that dif-
fers from careless responding to substantive scales.

As outlined above, each of these approaches has po-
tential advantages and disadvantages, and experimen-
tal studies of careless responding should triangulate re-
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sults across multiple approaches. The largest problem
with inducing careless behavior is the variety of poten-
tial forms and motivations behind this behavior (e.g.,
some participants may want to finish as fast as possible,
while others may want to exert as little effort as possi-
ble), which makes a precise operationalization difficult.
The fact that this behavior is caused by a lack of moti-
vation or effort also means that any instructed manipu-
lations may not induce naturalistic careless responding
because participants are now exerting conscious effort
to produce this behavior. This is again why using a va-
riety of approaches to triangulate this behavior seems
most useful and why the process that elicits this behav-
ior should capture how a lack of motivation will influ-
ence response patterns.

While addressing the above problem is beyond the
scope of this paper, applied researchers are advised to
ask a different question in the interim: what consti-
tutes a conscientious response pattern? By doing so
researchers can uncover response patterns that are the-
oretically impossible for a conscientious respondent to
produce and screen for them with careless response
metrics. For example, identical responses to every item
on a positive affect scale might be theoretically possi-
ble, if unlikely, but identical responses to every item, or
even to half the scale, on the BFI-10 does not make the-
oretical sense (Rammstedt & John, 2007). Thus, differ-
ent theoretically impossible longstring cut scores could
be produced for these different scales. In doing so, re-
searchers should consider a variety of careless respond-
ing metrics, including both consistency metrics and in-
variability metrics, to identify the full range of poten-
tially invalid responses.
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